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The Banach contraction principle, which is so useful in functional

analysis, has been extended by various writers. One extension, due to

Edelstein [2], reads as follows:

Let F be a self-map of a metric space E such that 8(F(x), F(y))

<8(x, y) for all x^y. Suppose there exists a point x0 such that the

sequence x„ = F"Xo contains a subsequence converging to a point u of E.

Then u is the unique fixed point of F.

Edelstein's result was applied by Edwards [4] to prove the exis-

tence of solutions of certain convolution equations. We were led, by

our interest in Edwards' paper, to a generalization (Theorem 1) of

Edelstein's theorem. Our generalization deals with topological spaces

which need not be metrizable. The value of our generalization is en-

hanced by the facts that it is not always obvious whether or not a

space is metrizable, and even if a space is metrizable it usually is not

easy to construct a metric suitable for Edelstein's theorem.

The fixed point theorems to be derived in §1 will be applied to a

study of some convolution equations in §2.

1. Some fixed point theorems.

Theorem 1. Let E be a topological space and let D be a family of

pseudometrics which are continuous on EXE. Let F be a self-map of E

such that

(i) S(Fx, Fy) = S(x, y) for all x, yGF and 5GA and

(ii) for each xj^y there is 5 ED for which

d(Fx, Fy) < S(x, y).

Suppose there is a point Xo in E such that the sequence of iterates Fnxo

has a cluster value u in E. Then u is the unique fixed point of F. Further-

more S(FnXo, u)—>0 for each 8ED.

Proof. Suppose u'j^u" are two fixed points of F. Then there is a

BED such that 8(u', u")=8(Fu', Fu")<8(u', u"), which is impos-

sible. Hence F can have at most one fixed point, and we will show

that u is a fixed point of F.

Put v = Fu, and suppose that uv^v. Then by (ii) we have
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(1) S(Fu, Fv) < 8(u, v),

for some 5G7>. From now on we only deal with this particular one 5

of the family D of pseudometrics. We denote by Et the pseudometric

space defined on E by 8. In ESXES, the map (x, y)—>(7x, Fy) is con-

tinuous, and hence the map (x, y)—>8(Fx, Fy)/8(x, y) is continuous

at (u, v). Thus it follows from (1) that there is a k < 1 and a neighbour-

hood UX V of (u, v) in EsXEs such that

8(Fx, Fy) < kh(x, y)       for all (x, y) E U X V.

Now there exists a subsequence xr = Fnrx0 of Fnx0 which converges

to u in Es, i.e. 8(xr, u)—»0, and from (i) we also have d(Fxr, Ttt)—>0,

and we recall that Fu=v. Hence there exists an integer N such that

xT E U    and   FxT EV   iorr^N,

and so

(2) b(Fxr, FFxT) < kd(xr, Fxr)        for r ^ N.

By repeated application of (i), we have

o(FmxT,FmFxr) S S(Fxr,FFxr),

for m = \, 2, 3, • • • , and in particular, putting w = wr+J—Wr,

(3) o(xT+x, Fxr+i) ^ S(Fxr, FFxr).

Using (2), (3) and the triangle inequality gives us

8(xT+1, Fxr+1) < kS(xT, Fxr) ^ k8(xr, u) + k8(u, v) + k8(v, Fxr).

Taking the limit r—> co yields

o(u, v) ^ kd(u, u) + kb(u, v) + k8(v, v) = kS(u, v),

and it follows from this contradiction that u=v. Hence u is a fixed

point of F. Let hED and let e0>0. Since a is a cluster value of

(Fnx0), there exists an w0 such that h(Fri°xo, u)<to. Now for each

W^Wo,

8(F"Xo, u) = 8(Fnx0, F"u) ^ b(Fn°xo, Fn°u) < e0.

Hence 8(F"xo, u)-^0 and the theorem is proved.

Corollary. Let s^lbe a fixed integer. If the conditions of Theorem 1

hold with F replaced by F", then u is the unique fixed point of F.

Proof. We know by Theorem 1 that u is the unique fixed point

of 7"*. Since Fu is also a fixed point of 7"*, by uniqueness we have

Fu = u.
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Theorem 2. Let M be a subset of a topological vector space E. Let

P be a family of continuous seminorms on E. Let F be a self-map of M

such that

(i) p(Fx—Fy)^p(x—y)    for all pEP, and

(ii) for each x^y, there exists a pEP such that

p(Fx - Fy) < p(x - y).

Suppose that there exists a point xo in M such that the sequence of

iterates F"x0 has a cluster value u in M. Then u is the unique fixed point

of F. Furthermore, p(F"x0, u)—>0 for each pEP-

Proof. The theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1,

because the functions 5 defined by h(x, y)=p(x—y) are continuous

pseudometrics.

Theorem 3. Let E be a topological vector space with topological dual

E'. Let A be an endomorphism of E, and A' the adjoint of A which is

assumed to take E' into E'. Suppose that A' has a family G of eigen-

vectors each of which belongs to an eigenvalue of modulus less than 1.

Assume further that G is total over E. Let yoEE be given. Suppose there

is a point xo in E such that the sequence of iterates

xn = Anx0 + y0 + Ay0 + ■ ■ ■ + An-Xy0

has a cluster value u in E. Then u is the unique solution of the equation

x = Ax+y0.

Proof. We define a self-map F of E by Fx = Ax+ya. Then for each

eEG we define a seminorm p by p(y) = \ (y, e)\. The continuity of p

follows from the fact that GEE'. We have the inequality

p(Fx - Fy) =  | (Fx - Fy, e)\ =  | (Ax - Ay, e) | =  | (x - y, A'e) \

=  | (x - y, \e) | ^  | (x - y, e) \ = p(x - y),

where X is the eigenvalue corresponding to the eigenvector e, and by

hypothesis |X| <1. Furthermore since G is total over E, for each

X9^y there is an eEG such that (x—y, e)^0, and hence for the cor-

responding p the above inequality is strict. Thus we have shown that

all the conditions of Theorem 2 are satisfied, and the result follows.

The endomorphism A of Theorem 3 need not be continuous, but

the conditions of the theorem imply that it is weakly continuous.

Since G is total over E, the set E' separates points of E, so (E, E')

is a dual pair. We also have A' (E')^E' and hence A is weakly con-

tinuous, by Proposition 12 [8, p. 38].
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Remarks. In [5] Fearnley-Sander proved the particular case of

Theorem 1 with the stronger condition that 7""x0 contains a con-

vergent subsequence.

Monna has a result [7, Theorem 1 ] where E (in our terminology)

is a complete Hausdorff uniform space described by a family of pseu-

dometrics such that

8(Fx, Fy) ^ ks8(x, y),        0 < k, < 1,

for each x, y such that 5(x, y) ^ A —A (5). Another interesting result is

by Edelstein [3, Theorem 4] where E (in our terminology) is a uni-

form space which is [/-chained (cf. [10, p. 204]). These results are

related but mutually independent. We would like to thank the referee

for drawing them to our attention.

Our Theorem 2 is a generalization of Edwards' main theorems,

(Theorems 1 and 2 of [4]), if we exclude the case of non-Hausdorff

spaces which have little applications in the present context. To see

this, let Ex be a vector space and P be a countable family of semi-

norms on Ex. Let (Ei, P) be the set Ex endowed with the weakest

topology on Ex such that the seminorms in P be continuous. Then

our theorem implies a result stronger than Edwards' Theorems 1 and

2 by taking (Ei, P) for our E. (The fact that p(Fnx0, m)—>0 for each

pEP is of course equivalent to the convergence of (F"Xo) to u in the

weak topology defined by the seminorms in P.) In [5], Fearnley-

Sander proved a result lying between Edwards' Theorem 2 and our

Theorem 2. Our Theorem 3 is a generalization of Edwards' Theorem

3, since our family of eigenvectors need not be countable or strongly

bounded; nor does our sequence of iterates need to contain a bounded

subsequence converging to a cluster value of the sequence.

In the applications of Theorem 2 to be given in §2 the existence of

a cluster value of the sequence (7'nXo) of iterates is due to the (in

some sense) weak compactness of certain subsets of a certain Banach

space. However, unless the space is first countable, compactness and

sequential compactness are in general not equivalent.

2. Some convolution equations. We commence with some pre-

liminary considerations. In what follows, G will be a compact Haus-

dorff group, C(G) the space of continuous functions on G, and M(G)

its topological dual. The elements of M(G) are the Radon measures

on G. By a(M(G)) we shall mean the set M(G) with the weak*-

togology.

Let (Ui), iEI, be a complete set of inequivalent, irreducible

(finite-dimensional) unitary continuous representations of G (such a
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set exists by a theorem of Gelfand-Raikov [6]). As in [4], we set

for each Ui

x(Ui) =  f Ui(t)dx(t),       x E M(G).
J G

Then each x(Ui) is an endomorphism of the representation space of

Ui. Let its norm be denoted by ||x((7i)|| =pt(x). Then each p{ is a

continuous seminorm on o-(M(G)). Furthermore, since the coordinates

of the representations Ut are dense in C(G), it follows that for each

Xr*0 in M(G), there exists a pi such that pi(x) 9*0. Let pEM(G) and

xEM(G) (possibly xELp(G)), then p * x will be the convolution

product of p and x. It can be shown that

(4) pi(p*x)   =  pi(p)pi(x).

We shall be concerned with the existence of solutions of convolu-

tion equations of the form

(*) x — p * x = y,

where p.EM(G) and y is a given element of M(G) (possibly LP(G)).

The existence of solutions of (*) in Lp, 1 <p< <=o and in M(G) was

considered by Edwards [4]. We shall apply the fixed point theorems

of the preceding section to solve (*) in M(G), and also in L1(G).

We first remark that x is a solution of (*) iff x is a fixed point of the

operator F defined by

(5) Fx = p, * x + y.

Thus in what follows, theorems will be couched in the language of

fixed point theorems. As usual, we set

Fnx = FF»-lFx,        n = 1, 2, • • • ,

F°x = x.

Theorem 4. Let nEM(G) be such that p{(u) < 1, iEI- Let yEM(G).
Then either

(a) limn^oo ||F"x|| = + oo for each xEM(G), || • || being the usual norm

in M(G), or

(b) F has a unique fixed point in M(G).

Proof. Suppose (a) is false and let x0 be an element of M(G) such

that (F"Xo) contains a bounded subsequence (F"*x0). Since (Fntx0) is

conditionally compact in a(M(G)), it has a cluster value u in cr(M(G)).

A fortiori, u is a cluster value of (F"x0) in a(M(G)). Now from the

inequality (4) and since pi(p)<\, iEI, we have
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Pi(Fx - Fy) ^ pi(x - y),        iEI,

the inequality being strict if pi(x— y)r*0. Theorem 2 can now be

applied with E = a(M(G)) to conclude that u is the unique fixed

point of 7".

Remarks. The preceding theorem was proved by Edwards with

some countability conditions imposed on the family (Ui).

Equation (*) was solved in LP(G), 1<£<°o, by Edwards (cf.

[4, Theorem 4]). The relative facility with which we could deal with

M(G) and also with LP(G), (l<p<<n) is due to the existence of

simple compactness criteria for these spaces in the weak* (and weak)

sense, respectively. The case of Ll(G) is the most difficult, owing to

the fact that the corresponding compactness criteria are difficult to

handle. The situation is not so hopeless in the case where G is Abelian,

since we can (and shall) use the known techniques of Fourier trans-

forms.

In what follows, G will be a compact Hausdorff Abelian group, V

its character group, its elements being denoted by y. For xGT-^G),

uEM(G), we shall denote by x(y), fl(y) their Fourier transform and

Fourier-Stieltjes transform, respectively. The set of Fourier trans-

forms will be denoted by A (T), the set of Fourier-Stieltjes transforms

will be denoted by B(T).

Theorem 5. Suppose G Abelian. Let yELl(G) and uEM(G) be

such that

(i) the sequence Xn= zJt+a A*' contains a bounded subsequence, the ju.'*

being convolution powers and /i° being the unit of M(G) and

(ii)  |A(7)|<1,    7GT.
Then F has a unique fixed point in L1(G).

Proof. Let (X„4) be a bounded subsequence of (X„). We have by

direct computation

(6) Fny = y + n*y+---+nn*y.

The sequence (Fnky) is clearly bounded in M(G) and hence has a

cluster value X in <r(M(G)). Taking Fourier transforms of both sides

of (6) gives

(F"yY(y) = y(y) + fi(y)y(y) +-h p.n(y)S(y).

This sequence converges (in view of (ii)) to $(y)(l — m(t))-1- Hence

its subsequence (Fnky) (y) also converges to the same limit for each

y. But convergence of (Fnky) * (7) for each 7 implies that (Fnky) is a

Cauchy sequence in a(M(G)), since the characters are fundamental in
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C(G). Hence (F"*y) converges to its cluster value X in the topology of

c(M(G)). This implies

a(t) = y(r)(l - AW)"1-

We next show that y(7)(l — £(Y))-1G^(r). Now (1— fi(y))~l is con-

tinuous since T is discrete. Furthermore,

(1 - ACT))"1 = Hm a„(7) = lim My)-
n i

By setting

IIM = IWI        (= norm of X»*in M(G»>

we have by (i)

||Xni|| ^ Mo       for a certain constant Mo-

Hence it follows from a theorem of Eberlein ([l]; cf. also [9, p. 34])

that (l-/i(7))-1GF(r). Hence %(y)EA(T), in other words, there

exists a uEL1(G) such that d\ = udt, where dt is the Haar measure on

G. We thus have proved the existence of a uEL1(G), which is a clus-

ter value of (Fny) in c(Ll), where <r(Ll) is the set Ll(G) with the

topology induced by <r(M(G)). Let us set, as previously,

Pv(x) =  | x(y) | ,        py(n) =  | A(7) I •

Then (py), yEF, is a family of seminorms continuous on a(Ll) and

such that py(Fx — Fy)^py(x—y), the inequality being strict if

Pi(x—y)7£0. Furthermore, for each X5^0 in L1(G), there exists a

character y such that py(x)r*0. The conditions of Theorem 2 are

hence satisfied with E = a(Ll). Thus u is the unique fixed point of F.

Remarks. The condition (i) of Theorem 5 is stronger than the

following condition:

(iii) For a certain XoGF^G), the sequence (F"x0) contains a

bounded subsequence.

It can be shown that if y is a positive definite element of L1(G)

and 1 —/t is bounded away from zero, then the conclusion of Theorem

5 remains valid with condition (i) replaced by the weaker condition

(iii). The proof proceeds on similar lines as for Theorem 5, noting

that 11 — £(y)|_1 is bounded. Since $(y) is integrable on V, it follows

that y(7)(l— £(y))-1 is integrable. By an application of Eberlein's

theorem (loc. cit.), we also have y(7)(l—/2(7))_1GF(r). Hence X

defined in the proof of Theorem 5 is absolutely continuous and the

result follows.

Note added in proof. For the proof of Theorem 5, it would have

been sufficient to prove that (1— #)_1 is in F(r) and then apply the
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Fourier inversion formula. However the given proof would apply

with minor modifications to the following stronger result.

Theorem 6. Let Gbe a locally compact abelian group. Suppose

(a) that | fi(y) \ < 1 for y in a subset To of T such that for each nonzero

x in L1(G) there exists a y in T0for which x(y) ^0, and

(b) that (/," fi'(y)) converges to a continuous function onT. Suppose

furthermore that the condition (i) of Theorem 5 holds. Then F has a

unique fixed point in L1(G) for each y in Ll(G).

(If G is compact, then r0 = r, and (b) follows from (a).)
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